
CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

A Fortune 300 retailer cashes in on the IT infrastructure optimization opportunity 
to simultaneously grow revenue and customer loyalty

Cashing in on the 
optimization opportunity 

The balance of power has changed in retail. Customers are now in charge. And the pace at which customer expectations are changing 
has left retailers with an urgent need to respond with new capabilities and strategies. As the second largest variety store chain in the US, 
our client needed smarter operations – reduced costs, greater performance accountability, unique customer experiences, and stronger 
employee focus – to lead the competition and spur growth. They chose CSS Corp to help identify opportunities for IT infrastructure 
optimization, weed out inefficiencies and enable smarter retail.



High performance doesn’t just happen. To 
achieve it, proactive involvement is 
essential. IT infrastructure optimization is 
an opportunity to proactively decide the 
role that IT will play in the enterprise. Our 
client, a leading retailer initiated IT 
infrastructure optimization to complement 
their ongoing restructuring initiatives. With 
our proprietary Active Delivery Framework 
(ADF) and proactive monitoring solution 
provided, we reduced IT support systems 
costs, increased ROI from IT equipment, 
improved efficiency in employees and 
processes and importantly, ensured better 
customer experience.

About the Client
A Fortune 500 company and the second 
largest variety store chain in the US, selling 
merchandise comprising of a mix of in-house 
and private brands in more than 8,100 stores 
spread across 46 states in the country. 

Client Situation

heterogeneous environment across stores, distribution centers & store 
    support centers

Lack of a centralized view of available assets and lack of real-time data to identify/monitor 
    security risks/health of devices across stores

Revenue loss due to non-availability of products at checkouts with ‘Item Not Found’ error

Price integrity issues results in lower customer satisfaction index, leading to legal 
    charges/penalties

Frequent IT disruptions in stores resulting in store closures and availability of checkouts

 with reactive processes

Underutilization of infrastructure, since the refresh was based on age of the infra and not 
    by usage

ITIL® aligned proactive monitoring and remediation solution to weed out inefficiencies 
    across end-point devices in stores (End-point devices: checkouts, peripheral devices, 
    hand-held devices, thin clients in stores and distribution centers)

24/7 proactive monitoring to measure health and performance of end-point devices

Outbound POS Helpdesk calls to resolve the issues by talking to the store managers and 
    staff before they notice the issue

Remote remediation to fix the issue before raising a dispatch

Comprehensive asset management solution to maintain asset register for all IP and non IP 
    based devices across the enterprise. Capture and analyze the usage metrics of end-point 
    devices like printers and checkouts etc.

On-demand reporting and analytics platform to perform in-depth analysis of end-to-end 
    store data e.g. Event and incident trends, pricing issues, pareto analysis

The CSS Corp Solution

 

Not just shrinking operating margin, retailers today are also reeling under drastic reduction in 
the purchasing power of customers, lower basket size and rise in need-based buying. 
Innovation today is the name of the game. To stay ahead, retailers must focus on their core 
competencies, creating unique customer experiences and adopting an Omni-channel 
strategy. Our client had undertaken restructuring initiatives to improve their performance. 
During the restructuring, they realized the need to optimize their IT operations. They faced the 
following challenges.

Given CSS Corp’s proven track record in IT support and management, the client approached 
us to optimize their IT infrastructure and processes to ensure minimum downtime and better 
efficiency.

CSS Corp studied the landscape of retail stores and proposed a multi-pronged approach for 
all their stores

Our proactive monitoring and optimization is delivering both short-term and long-term 
benefits. Today, the company’s IT is more proficient in issue detection and correction in three 
ways:

1. Robust functionality and dashboards are promoting proactive monitoring consistent with 
    client’s employee perspective.

2. The CIO team is now able to attain a true understanding of the employees’ experience of 
    using the IT infrastructure across their 8100 stores.

3. IT is now better placed to support the strategic needs of a changing business.

Our solution has been implemented successfully across 300 stores and we have delivered a 
substantial impact right away. CSS Corp identified, isolated, and resolved anomalies affecting 
end-users rapidly and confidently. The solution is now being implemented in the remaining 
7800 stores.



Business Outcomes

For more information, please email us at info@csscorp.com

Increase Store Uptime: Decrease in the store down time over 70% saving store closure 
    due to IT issues

High availability: Increase in customer satisfaction through proactive monitoring of store 
    hardware with device availability over 99.99%

in resolving the issue resulting in better productivity

Reduction in helpdesk calls: 30% reduction of calls to the helpdesk and associated 
    telecom and infrastructure costsh

IT spares inventory costs: Proactive asset usage monitoring, reduced asset replacement 
   costs by 20% ensuring optimal utilization of assets, procurement and stocking of spares

Dispatch reduction: 60% reduction in dispatches of engineers/technicians for onsite 
   break fix. Problems that only need hardware work ends up in technician being dispatched

Price integrity penalties: 90% reduction in instances of price mismatch. Identify 
   anomalies and fix by comparing store products and prices with master product and pricing 
   list everyday


